
YOUR INNOVATIVE CONTENT
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

SKWID is a highly flexible, innovative and user friendly content management 
system that provides a comprehensive set of features to assist you in 

managing your website content, conversion and user experience.

CONTENT & NAVIGATION

Fact Sheet

Fully featured, multi-lingual and 
scalable content management system 
with full control over your content, 
pages and navigation structure

USER INTERFACE
Advanced and versatile layout 
management with personalization 
capabilities and full control on the page 
structure with drag and drop support.

MEDIA DOCUMENTS
Store and organize all your files, /SKWID/im-
ages, documents and videos with advanced 
management capabilities and full control 
over your digital assets.

SEARCH & SEO
Out-of-the-box advanced search capabilities 
with auto-suggestions and full text search 
support. Built-in SEO features including 
friendly URLs, tagging, sitemap, analysis, 
suggestions and more.

PROFILING
Built-in mini-CRM for your website member 
profiles with registration, login, profile 
management features in addition to the 
out-of-the-box Mailchimp integration.

ACCESS CONTROL
Multiple admin user accounts and groups with 
access control and permission management to 
allow for delegated administration in addition 
to content approval workflows.

MULTI-SITE SUPPORT
Supports multiple websites and 
multi-lingual scenarios with delegated 
access control where needed.

USER EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT

PERSONALIZED CONTENT
Deliver personalized content and 
components that best fit the user profile 
visiting your website to increase the 
engagement with your users.

VISITOR TRACKING
Track your visitors activity in order to 
know them better and increase your 
analytical intelligence in order to target 
your users more e�iciently.

A/B TESTING
Out-of-the-box A/B testing for di�erent 
components of your website with automatic 
and smart adaptation.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT



CONVERSION FORMS
Advanced dynamic form generation and 
integration within any web page with no need 
for coding. This comes with an advanced 
submission tracking and reporting back end.

LANDING PAGES
Build your own custom landing pages 
with dynamic forms, custom portlets, 
A/B testing components and track their 
activity throughout your campaigns.

TAGGING & ANALYTICS
Integrate Google analytics, pixel integration, 
Google Tag manager and custom scripts 
wherever and whenever needed to have full 
visibility and tracking.

MAILCHIMP INTEGRATION
Built-in integration with Mailchimp to easily 
extend and start using one of the best 
campaign management and marketing 
automation tools in the market.

3RD PARTY INTEGRATION
Easy integration with 3rd party systems to 
send or retrieve data from/to web pages 
and forms.

CONVERSION MANAGEMENT

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION
Post to your social media channels from within 
one platform through the built-in integration 
with the most know social channels.

POLLING & SURVEYS
Get your users feedback, opinions and 
insights through reaching out to them 
through custom polls and data 
collection surveys.

COMMENTING & RATING
Let your website visitors interact with your 
content through interactive commenting 
and rating mechanisms that help you 
listen better to your users and allow them 
to interact with each other.

FORUMS & BLOGS
Create additional interaction channels through 
discussion forums and invest in inbound 
marketing through content generation using 
the built-in blogging engine of SKWID.

LIVE CHAT SUPPORT
Allow your customers to get in touch with 
you whenever they feel it or proactively reach 
out to them and help solve their problems or 
answer their concerns.

E-COMMERCE

MERCHANDIZING
Intuitive shopping experience across multiple 
channels with fully manageable product 
catalogs, types, highlights and prices. Upsell, 
cross sell, promotions, discounts through a 
built-in recommendations engine.

NAVIGATION
Get your users feedback, opinions and 
insights through reaching out to them 
through custom polls and data 
collection surveys.

ORDERING
Ordering made easy through one-page 
and guest checkouts in addition to 
multiple built-in payment and 
shipping gateways.

MANAGEMENT
Full order tracking and fulfilment 
management system with full control, 
advanced tracking, analytics, reporting 
and visual dashboards.


